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Student Engagement
The issue of student engagement is a seemingly perennial challenge that many institutions
and placement practitioners continue to grapple with, particularly in relation to efforts
to engage students with the prospect of undertaking an elective or optional placement,
and then to focus their efforts on securing the right placement for them. Engagement is
about student participation, and about students taking ownership and responsibility for
the process of securing and managing their placement. Student engagement is enabled
through…
Engaging… curriculum
Embedding placements into the curriculum is important to give the experience parity of
esteem with other learning activities which are part of the degree. Students who perceive
placement as optional rather than a critical part of the student experience are less likely to
engage. Those students who have many personal commitments outside of their studies,
who work or have caring responsibilities, or who commute rather than live on campus are
less likely to take up opportunities which are not within the ‘core’ curriculum. Key messages
here are:
Make work based and placement learning opportunities compulsory
Assess both preparatory and placement activities, ensuring they are credit bearing
Engaging… the wider University community
Placement practitioners need their colleagues
to act in chorus to promote placements and
placement engagement activities, acting as
champions for employability. Consistent and
positive messages from staff, student groups and
the Students’ Union are hugely impactful. Key
messages here are:
Work with student societies; discipline,
employability, entrepreneurship, enterprise
groups
Educate your overseas agents to ensure they
are giving accurate messages and setting
realistic expectations when recruiting new
overseas students about their employment
opportunities
Collaborate with outreach staff to consider
social mobility issues, and be clear about the
importance of engaging in employability and
placement opportunities early

Engaging… communication
Having a strategy to plan and manage your communication, including using bespoke tools
like MailChimp and Hootsuite, is crucial for efficiency and effectiveness, a place you can be
visible with distinctive branding. Key messages here are:
Use text messaging for on the day event reminders to students
Use social media effectively to host live interactions not simply to push out static updates
Engaging… role models
Make the most of your networks to provide alumni, ambassadors, employers and
champions. Tap into the goodwill, knowledge and enthusiasm of others to show students
the benefits of engagement. Open and honest dialogue from those who have undertaken or
provided placements is motivating, whether face to face or in multimedia case studies. Key
messages here are:
Embed sharing placement experience as part of assessment tasks
Think about providing paid roles for returning students, supported by placement
practitioners
Initiatives which work in one institution may have less success elsewhere, an experimental
approach may be needed and it is crucial to build in a methodical process of evaluation so
that the impact of such activities may be gauged. Implementing deposit schemes, issuing
“exclusive” tickets and providing catering for events can make activities more desirable to
students. Recognising achievement and success is also a key part of the process. Try running
your own competitions, or promoting external prizes such as the ASET student competition,
to showcase how your students have benefitted from their placement, and hold an award
ceremony to celebrate success. These can then be used as motivational tools for the next
group of students.
Thanks to those who attended the Winter 2016 ASET Regional Hubs whose discussion and
ideas informed this Viewpoint.

ASET is the Work Based and Placement Learning Association, and our aim is to advance the prevalence,
effectiveness and quality of work based and placement learning in Higher Education by promoting research
into that system of education and publishing the useful results thereof. Work based and placement learning
is that which is part of the Higher Education experience, an integrated part of a programme of study, and
that is structured to appropriate learning outcomes and assessment.
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